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7s start PS- 

PSALMED ADELMPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIC ACILMPS of or pertaining to psalm [adj] 

PSALTER AELPRST book of psalms [n -S] 

PSALTRY ALPRSTY psaltery (ancient stringed musical instrument) [n -RIES] 

PSAMMON AMMNOPS group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n -S] 

PSCHENT CEHNPST crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n -S] 

PSEUDOS DEOPSSU PSEUDO, pseud (person pretending to be) [n] 

PSHAWED ADEHPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSIONIC CIINOPS pertaining to practical use of psychic powers [adj] 

PSOATIC ACIOPST PSOAS, muscle of loin [adj] 

PSOCIDS CDIOPSS PSOCID, minute winged insect [n] 

PSYCHED CDEHPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHES CEHPSSY PSYCHE, mental structure of person [n] 

PSYCHIC CCHIPSY one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n -S] 

PSYCHOS CHOPSSY PSYCHO, mentally unstable person [n] 

PSYLLAS ALLPSSY PSYLLA, any of various plant lice [n] 

PSYLLID DILLPSY psylla (any of various plant lice) [n -S] 

PSYWARS APRSSWY PSYWAR, psychological warfare [n] 

 

7s contain -PS- 

ANOPSIA AAINOPS anoopsia (visual defect) [n -S] 

APSIDAL AADILPS APSE, domed, semicircular projection of building [adj] 

APSIDES ADEIPSS APSIS, apse (domed, semicircular projection of building) [n] 

ASEPSES AEEPSSS ASEPSIS, condition of being aseptic [n] 

ASEPSIS AEIPSSS condition of being aseptic [n -SES] 

AUTOPSY AOPSTUY to examine dead body to determine cause of death [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

BIOPSIC BCIIOPS pertaining to examination of living tissue [adj] 

CALYPSO ACLOPSY improvised song [n -ES, -S] 

CAPSIDS ACDIPSS CAPSID, outer shell of virus particle [n] 

CAPSIZE ACEIPSZ to overturn (to turn over) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

CAPSTAN AACNPST machine used to hoist weights [n -S] 

CAPSULE ACELPSU to condense into brief form [v -D, -LING, -S] 

CHIPSET CEHIPST set of integrated circuits [n -S] 

CORPSES CEOPRSS CORPSE, dead body [n] 

CUPSFUL CFLPSUU CUPFUL, as much as cup can hold [n] 

CYPSELA ACELPSY achene in certain plants [n -E] 

DAPSONE ADENOPS medicinal substance [n -S] 

DEPSIDE DDEEIPS aromatic compound [n -S] 

DIAPSID ADDIIPS reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n -S] 

DIPSHIT DHIIPST offensive word [n -S] 

ECLIPSE CEEILPS to obscure (to make obscure) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ELAPSED ADEELPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELAPSES AEELPSS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELLIPSE EEILLPS type of plane curve [n -S] 

EPSILON EILNOPS Greek letter [n -S] 
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EREPSIN EEINPRS mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n -S] 

EUPEPSY EEPPSUY eupepsia (good digestion) [n -SIES] 

GIPSIED DEGIIPS GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIPSIES EGIIPSS GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GLIMPSE EGILMPS to see for instant [v -D, -SING, -S] 

GYPSIED DEGIPSY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSIES EGIPSSY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSTER EGPRSTY one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n -S] 

GYPSUMS GMPSSUY GYPSUM, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

HIPSHOT HHIOPST lame; awkward [adj] 

HIPSTER EHIPRST one that is hip [n -S] 

HOPSACK ACHKOPS coarse fabric [n -S] 

KIPSKIN IIKKNPS animal hide that has not been tanned [n -S] 

LAPSERS AELPRSS LAPSER, one that lapses (to fall from previous standard) [n] 

LAPSING AGILNPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [v] 

LIMPSEY EILMPSY limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

OPSONIC CINOOPS pertaining to opsonin (antibody of blood serum) [adj] 

OPSONIN INNOOPS antibody of blood serum [n -S] 

PEPSINE EEINPPS pepsin (digestive enzyme of stomach) [n -S] 

PEPSINS EINPPSS PEPSIN, digestive enzyme of stomach [n] 

POPSIES EIOPPSS POPSIE, popsy (girlfriend) [n] / POPSY [n] 

POPSTER EOPPRST pop musician [n -S] 

RELAPSE AEELPRS to fall or slip back into former state [v -D, -SING, -S] 

RIPSAWN AINPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSAWS AIPRSSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

RIPSTOP IOPPRST fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n -S] 

SAPSAGO AAGOPSS hard green cheese [n -S] 

SKEPSIS EIKPSSS attitude or outlook of skeptic [n -ES] 

SLIMPSY ILMPSSY slimsy (flimsy (lacking solidity or strength)) [adj -SIER, -SIEST] 

STEPSON ENOPSST son of one's spouse by former marriage [n -S] 

STYPSIS IPSSSTY use of styptic [n -ES] 

SYNAPSE AENPSSY to come together in synapsis [v -D, SING, -S] 

TAPSTER AEPRSTT one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n -S] 

TIPSIER EIIPRST TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSILY IILPSTY in tipsy (slightly drunk) manner [adv] 

TIPSTER EIPRSTT one that sells information to gamblers [n -S] 

TOPSAIL AILOPST sail of ship [n -S] 

TOPSIDE DEIOPST upper portion of ship [n -S] 

TOPSOIL ILOOPST to remove surface layer of soil from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOPSPIN INOPPST forward spin imparted to ball [n -S] 

TRAIPSE AEIPRST to walk about in idle or aimless manner [v -D, -SING, -S] 

TRYPSIN INPRSTY enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

UPSCALE ACELPSU to make appealing to affluent consumers [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UPSELLS ELLPSSU UPSELL, to try to sell customer something more expensive [v] 

UPSENDS DENPSSU UPSEND, to send upward [v] 

UPSHIFT FHIPSTU to shift into higher gear [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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UPSHOOT HOOPSTU to shoot upward [v -HOT, -ING, -S] 

UPSHOTS HOPSSTU UPSHOT, final result [n] 

UPSIDES DEIPSSU UPSIDE, positive aspect [n] 

UPSILON ILNOPSU Greek letter [n -S] 

UPSIZED DEIPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSIZES EIPSSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSKILL IKLLPSU to improve job skills of someone [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSLOPE ELOPPSU upward slope [n -S] 

UPSOARS AOPRSSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSTAGE AEGPSTU to outdo theatrically [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UPSTAIR AIPRSTU pertaining to upper floor [adj] 

UPSTAND ADNPSTU to stand up on one's feet [v -TOOD, -ING, -S] 

UPSTARE AEPRSTU to stare upward [v -D, -RING, -S] 

UPSTART APRSTTU to spring up suddenly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UPSTATE AEPSTTU northern region of state [n -S] 

UPSTIRS IPRSSTU UPSTIR, to stir up [v] 

UPSTOOD DOOPSTU UPSTAND, to stand up on one's feet [v] 

UPSURGE EGPRSUU to surge up [v -D, -GING, -S] 

UPSWEEP EEPPSUW to sweep upward [v -WEPT, -ING, -S] 

UPSWELL ELLPSUW to swell up [v -ED, -WOLLEN, -ING, -S] 

UPSWEPT EPPSTUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

UPSWING GINPSUW to swing upward [v -WUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSWUNG GNPSUUW UPSWING, to swing upward [v] 

WHIPSAW AHIPSWW to cut with narrow, tapering saw [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

WOOPSED DEOOPSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

WOOPSES EOOPSSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

 

7s end -PS 

BACKUPS ABCKPSU BACKUP, substitute [n] 

BARHOPS ABHOPRS BARHOP, to visit number of bars during evening [v] 

BAYWOPS ABOPSWY BAYWOP, offensive word [n] 

BELEAPS ABEELPS BELEAP, to leap upon [v] 

BEWEEPS BEEEPSW BEWEEP, to lament (to express sorrow or regret for) [v] 

BEWRAPS ABEPRSW BEWRAP, to wrap completely [v] 

BISHOPS BHIOPSS BISHOP, to appoint as bishop (head of diocese) [v] 

BITMAPS ABIMPST BITMAP, to represent something as bitmap (array of bits) [v] 

BLOWUPS BLOPSUW BLOWUP, explosion [n] 

BOPEEPS BEEOPPS BOPEEP, game of peekaboo [n] 

BUNYIPS BINPSUY BUNYIP, fabulous monster of swamps [n] 

BURLAPS ABLPRSU BURLAP, coarse fabric [n] 

CARHOPS ACHOPRS CARHOP, to serve customers at drive-in restaurant [v] 

CATNAPS AACNPST CATNAP, to doze (to sleep lightly) [v] 

CATNIPS ACINPST CATNIP, aromatic herb [n] 

CATSUPS ACPSSTU CATSUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

COCKUPS CCKOPSU COCKUP, turned-up part of something [n] 

COLLOPS CLLOOPS COLLOP, small portion of meat [n] 
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CYCLOPS CCLOPSY minute one-eyed crustacean [n -ES, CYCLOPS] 

DECAMPS ACDEMPS DECAMP, to depart from camping ground [v] 

DEWLAPS ADELPSW DEWLAP, fold of loose skin under neck [n] 

DOGNAPS ADGNOPS DOGNAP, to steal dog [v] 

DOLLOPS DLLOOPS DOLLOP, to dispense in small amounts [v] 

DOOWOPS DOOOPSW DOOWOP, singing style [n] 

DUSTUPS DPSSTUU DUSTUP, argument (discussion involving differing points of view) [n] 

EARLAPS AAELPRS EARLAP, earflap (part of cap designed to cover ears) [n] 

EGGCUPS CEGGPSU EGGCUP, cup from which egg is eaten [n] 

ENCAMPS ACEMNPS ENCAMP, to set up camp [v] 

ENDCAPS ACDENPS ENDCAP, display of products at end of aisle in store [n] 

ENTRAPS AENPRST ENTRAP, to trap (to catch in trap (device for capturing and holding animals)) [v] 

ENWRAPS AENPRSW ENWRAP, to envelop (to cover completely) [v] 

ESCARPS ACEPRSS ESCARP, to cause to slope steeply [v] 

EYECUPS CEEPSUY EYECUP, cup used for applying lotions to eyes [n] 

FILLIPS FIILLPS FILLIP, to strike sharply [v] 

FOLDUPS DFLOPSU FOLDUP, object that folds up [n] 

FORCEPS CEFOPRS instrument for seizing and holding objects [n -CIPES] 

FUCKUPS CFKPSUU FUCKUP, offensive word [n] 

GALLOPS AGLLOPS GALLOP, to ride horse at full speed [v] 

GAZUMPS AGMPSUZ GAZUMP, to cheat by raising price originally agreed upon [v] 

GELCAPS ACEGLPS GELCAP, tablet coated with gelatin [n] 

GOSSIPS GIOPSSS GOSSIP, to talk idly about affairs of others [v] 

GUINEPS EGINPSU GUINEP, genip (tropical tree) [n] 

HANGUPS AGHNPSU HANGUP, inhibition or obsession [n] 

HICCUPS CCHIPSU HICCUP, to make peculiar-sounding, spasmodic inhalation [v] 

HOLDUPS DHLOPSU HOLDUP, delay [n] 

HOOKUPS HKOOPSU HOOKUP, electrical assemblage [n] 

HUBCAPS ABCHPSU HUBCAP, covering for hub of wheel [n] 

HYDROPS DHOPRSY hydropsy (dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid)) [n -ES] 

HYSSOPS HOPSSSY HYSSOP, medicinal herb [n] 

ICECAPS ACCEIPS ICECAP, covering of ice and snow [n] 

INCLIPS CIILNPS INCLIP, to clasp (to embrace tightly) [v] 

INSTEPS EINPSST INSTEP, part of foot [n] 

INWRAPS AINPRSW INWRAP, to enwrap (to envelop (to cover completely)) [v] 

JOYPOPS JOOPPSY JOYPOP, to use habit-forming drugs occasionally [v] 

KICKUPS CIKKPSU KICKUP, noisy argument [n] 

KIDNAPS ADIKNPS KIDNAP, to take person by force and often for ransom [v] 

LAPTOPS ALOPPST LAPTOP, small computer for use on one's lap [n] 

LARRUPS ALPRRSU LARRUP, to beat or thrash [v] 

LINEUPS EILNPSU LINEUP, row of persons [n] 

LINKUPS IKLNPSU LINKUP, something that serves as linking device [n] 

LITHOPS HILOPST succulent African plant [n LITHOPS] 

LOCKUPS CKLOPSU LOCKUP, jail [n] 

LOLLOPS LLLOOPS LOLLOP, to loll (to lounge (to recline or lean in relaxed, lazy manner)) [v] 

LOOKUPS KLOOPSU LOOKUP, process of looking something up [n] 
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MADCAPS AACDMPS MADCAP, impulsive person [n] 

MAGILPS AGILMPS MAGILP, megilp (substance with which pigments are mixed in painting) [n] 

MAKEUPS AEKMPSU MAKEUP, way in which parts or ingredients of something are put together [n] 

MARKUPS AKMPRSU MARKUP, increase in price [n] 

MAYPOPS AMOPPSY MAYPOP, flowering vine [n] 

MEGILPS EGILMPS MEGILP, substance with which pigments are mixed in painting [n] 

METUMPS EMMPSTU METUMP, tumpline (strap for supporting load on back) [n] 

MISHAPS AHIMPSS MISHAP, unfortunate accident [n] 

MOBCAPS ABCMOPS MOBCAP, woman's cap [n] 

MOCKUPS CKMOPSU MOCKUP, full-sized model [n] 

MUDCAPS ACDMPSU MUDCAP, to cover explosive with mud before detonating [v] 

OILCUPS CILOPSU OILCUP, closed cup for supplying lubricant [n] 

PEGTOPS EGOPPST PEGTOP, spinning top having peg wound with string [n] 

PERHAPS AEHPPRS something open to doubt or conjecture [n -ES] 

PETNAPS AENPPST PETNAP, to steal pet for profit [v] 

PICKUPS CIKPPSU PICKUP, small truck [n] 

PILEUPS EILPPSU PILEUP, collision involving several motor vehicles [n] 

POSTOPS OOPPSST POSTOP, patient after undergoing surgical operation [n] 

PREAMPS AEMPPRS PREAMP, amplifier (device for amplifying) [n] 

PRECIPS CEIPPRS PRECIP, precipitation [n] 

PRENUPS ENPPRSU PRENUP, agreement made by couple before they marry [n] 

PULLUPS LLPPSUU PULLUP, act of raising oneself while hanging by hands [n] 

PUSHUPS HPPSSUU PUSHUP, type of exercise [n] 

RAGTOPS AGOPRST RAGTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

RECOUPS CEOPRSU RECOUP, to get back equivalent of [v] 

REDCAPS ACDEPRS REDCAP, porter [n] 

REDTOPS DEOPRST REDTOP, type of grass [n] 

REPUMPS EMPPRSU REPUMP, to pump again [v] 

RESHIPS EHIPRSS RESHIP, to ship again [v] 

REVAMPS AEMPRSV REVAMP, to make over [v] 

REWRAPS AEPRRSW REWRAP, to wrap again [v] 

RIFLIPS FIILPRS RIFLIP, fragment of DNA [n] 

RIPRAPS AIPPRRS RIPRAP, to strengthen with foundation of broken stones [v] 

ROLLUPS LLOPRSU ROLLUP, something that is rolled into shape of tube [n] 

SALOOPS ALOOPSS SALOOP, hot drink made from infusion of aromatic herbs [n] 

SANNOPS ANNOPSS SANNOP, sannup (married male Native American) [n] 

SANNUPS ANNPSSU SANNUP, married male Native American [n] 

SATRAPS AAPRSST SATRAP, governor of province in ancient Persia [n] 

SCHLEPS CEHLPSS SCHLEP, to lug or drag [v] 

SCHNAPS ACHNPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SCHNAPS] 

SCHTUPS CHPSSTU SCHTUP, offensive word [v] 

SCRIMPS CIMPRSS SCRIMP, to be very or overly thrifty [v] 

SCROOPS COOPRSS SCROOP, to make harsh, grating sound [v] 

SENDUPS DENPSSU SENDUP, parody [n] 

SHLEPPS EHLPPSS SHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SHLUMPS HLMPSSU SHLUMP, to schlump (to go about lazily or sloppily dressed) [v] 
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SHNAPPS AHNPPSS schnapps (strong liquor) [n SHNAPPS] 

SHRIMPS HIMPRSS SHRIMP, to catch shrimps (small marine decapods) [v] 

SITREPS EIPRSST SITREP, report on current military situation [n] 

SKYCAPS ACKPSSY SKYCAP, porter at airport [n] 

SLIPUPS ILPPSSU SLIPUP, mistake [n] 

STYLOPS LOPSSTY insect that is parasite of other insects [n -S] 

TAKEUPS AEKPSTU TAKEUP, act of taking something up [n] 

TEACUPS ACEPSTU TEACUP, cup in which tea is served [n] 

THREAPS AEHPRST THREAP, to dispute (to argue about) [v] 

THREEPS EEHPRST THREEP, to threap (to dispute (to argue about)) [v] 

TIPTOPS IOPPSTT TIPTOP, highest point [n] 

TITTUPS IPSTTTU TITTUP, to move in lively manner [v] 

TOECAPS ACEOPST TOECAP, covering for tip of shoe or boot [n] 

TOSSUPS OPSSSTU TOSSUP, even choice or chance [n] 

TRICEPS CEIPRST TRICEP, triceps [n] / arm muscle [n -ES] 

TUNEUPS ENPSTUU TUNEUP, adjustment to ensure efficient operation [n] 

TURNIPS INPRSTU TURNIP, edible plant root [n] 

TURNUPS NPRSTUU TURNUP, part of garment that is turned up [n] 

UNCLIPS CILNPSU UNCLIP, to remove clip (fastening device) from [v] 

UNHASPS AHNPSSU UNHASP, to unfasten (to release from fastenings) [v] 

UNSHIPS HINPSSU UNSHIP, to unload from ship [v] 

UNSNAPS ANNPSSU UNSNAP, to undo snaps of [v] 

UNSTEPS ENPSSTU UNSTEP, to remove from socket [v] 

UNSTOPS NOPSSTU UNSTOP, to remove stopper from [v] 

UNWRAPS ANPRSUW UNWRAP, to remove wrapping from [v] 

UPHEAPS AEHPPSU UPHEAP, to heap up [v] 

UPKEEPS EEKPPSU UPKEEP, cost of maintaining something in good condition [n] 

UPLEAPS AELPPSU UPLEAP, to leap up [v] 

UPPROPS OPPPRSU UPPROP, to prop up [v] 

UPSTEPS EPPSSTU UPSTEP, to step up [v] 

WALKUPS AKLPSUW WALKUP, apartment house having no elevator [n] 

WALLOPS ALLOPSW WALLOP, to beat soundly [v] 

WARMUPS AMPRSUW WARMUP, preparatory exercise or procedure [n] 

WASHUPS AHPSSUW WASHUP, act of washing clean [n] 

WHOOMPS HMOOPSW WHOOMP, sudden loud sound [n] 

WIKIUPS IIKPSUW WIKIUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WINDUPS DINPSUW WINDUP, conclusion [n] 

WORKUPS KOPRSUW WORKUP, intensive diagnostic study [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start PS- 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIST AILMPSST writer of psalms [n -S] 

PSALMODY ADLMOPSY use of psalms in worship [n -DIES] 

PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 
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PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S] 

PSAMMONS AMMNOPSS PSAMMON, group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n] 

PSCHENTS CEHNPSTS PSCHENT, crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PSILOTIC CIILOPST PSILOSIS, tropical disease [adj] 

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

PSYCHICS CCHIPSSY PSYCHIC, one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n] 

PSYCHING CGHINPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHISM CHIMPSSY belief that there is fluid that animates all living beings [n -S] 

PSYLLIDS DILLPSSY PSYLLID, psylla (any of various plant lice) [n] 

PSYLLIUM ILLMPSUY seed of fleawort [n -S] 

 

8s contain -PS- 

ANOOPSIA AAINOOPS visual defect [n -S] 

ANOPSIAS AAINOPSS ANOPSIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

APOAPSES AAEOPPSS APOAPSIS, high point in orbit [n] 

APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES, -IDES] 

AUTOPSIC ACIOPSTU pertaining to autopsy [adj] 

BICEPSES BCEEIPSS BICEPS, BICEP, biceps [n] 

BIOPSIED BDEIIOPS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

BIOPSIES BEIIOPSS BIOPSY, to examine living tissue [v] 

CALYPSOS ACLOPSSY CALYPSO, improvised song [n] 

CAMPSITE ACEIMPST area suitable for camping [n -S] 

CAPSICIN ACCIINPS liquid used as flavoring [n -S] 

CAPSICUM ACCIMPSU tropical herb [n -S] 

CAPSIDAL AACDILPS CAPSID, outer shell of virus particle [adj] 

CAPSOMER ACEMOPRS protein forming capsid [n -S] 

CAPSTANS AACNPSST CAPSTAN, machine used to hoist weights [n] 

CAPSTONE ACENOPST top stone of structure [n -S] 

CAPSULAR AACLPRSU enclosed and compact [adj] 

CHIPSETS CEHIPSST CHIPSET, set of integrated circuits [n] 

COLLAPSE ACELLOPS to crumble suddenly [v -D, -SING, -S] 

CORPSMAN ACMNOPRS enlisted man trained in first aid [n -MEN] 

CORPSMEN CEMNOPRS CORPSMAN, enlisted man trained in first aid [n] 

CYPSELAE ACEELPSY CYPSELA, achene in certain plants [n] 

DAPSONES ADENOPSS DAPSONE, medicinal substance [n] 

DEMPSTER DEEMPRST deemster (judicial officer of Isle of Man) [n -S] 

DEPSIDES DDEEIPSS DEPSIDE, aromatic compound [n] 

DIAPSIDS ADDIIPSS DIAPSID, reptile with two pairs of temporal openings in skull [n] 

DIOPSIDE DDEIIOPS mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

DIPSADES ADDEIPSS DIPSAS, fabled serpent [n] 
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DIPSHITS DHIIPSST DIPSHIT, offensive word [n] 

DIPSTICK CDIIKPST measuring rod [n -S] 

DROPSEED DDEEOPRS type of grass [n -S] 

DROPSHOT DHOOPRST type of shot in tennis [n -S] 

DROPSIED DDEIOPRS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [adj] 

DROPSIES DEIOPRSS DROPSY, excessive accumulation of serous fluid [n] 

DUMPSTER DEMPRSTU trademark [n -S] 

DUOPSONY DNOOPSUY market condition existing when there are two buyers only [n -NIES] 

DYSPEPSY DEPPSSYY indigestion [n -SIES] 

ECLIPSER CEEILPRS one that eclipses (to obscure (to make obscure)) [n -S] 

ECLIPSES CEEILPSS ECLIPSIS, ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n] / ECLIPSE, to obscure (to make obscure) [v] 

ECLIPSIS CEIILPSS ellipsis (omission of word or words in sentence) [n -SES, -ES] 

ELAPSING AEGILNPS ELAPSE, to pass away [v] 

ELLIPSES EEILLPSS ELLIPSE, type of plane curve [n] / ELLIPSIS, omission of word or words in sentence [n] 

ELLIPSIS EIILLPSS omission of word or words in sentence [n -SES] 

EPILEPSY EEILPPSY disorder of nervous system [n -SIES] 

EPSILONS EILNOPSS EPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

EREPSINS EEINPRSS EREPSIN, mixture of enzymes in small intestine [n] 

EUPEPSIA AEEIPPSU good digestion [n -S] 

GIPSYDOM DGIMOPSY gypsydom (realm of gypsies) [n -S] 

GIPSYING GGIINPSY GIPSY, to gypsy (to live like gypsy (wanderer)) [v] 

GIPSYISH GHIIPSSY gypsyish (resembling gypsy) [adj] 

GIPSYISM GIIMPSSY gypsyism (mode of life of gypsies) [n -S] 

GLIMPSER EGILMPRS one that glimpses (to see for instant) [n -S] 

GRIPSACK ACGIKPRS valise (small piece of hand luggage) [n -S] 

GYPSEIAN AEGINPSY of or pertaining to gypsies [adj] 

GYPSEOUS EGOPSSUY containing gypsum (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 

GYPSTERS EGPRSSTY GYPSTER, one that gyps (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [n] 

GYPSYDOM DGMOPSYY realm of gypsies [n -S] 

GYPSYING GGINPSYY GYPSY, to live like gypsy (wanderer) [v] 

GYPSYISH GHIPSSYY resembling gypsy [adj] 

GYPSYISM GIMPSSYY mode of life of gypsies [n -S] 

HEMPSEED DEEEHMPS seed of hemp [n -S] 

HIPSTERS EHIPRSST HIPSTER, one that is hip [n] 

HOOPSTER EHOOPRST basketball player [n -S] 

HOPSACKS ACHKOPSS HOPSACK, coarse fabric [n] 

HYDROPSY DHOPRSYY dropsy (excessive accumulation of serous fluid) [n -SIES] 

INCORPSE CEINOPRS to become combined with [v -D, -SING, -S] 

IODOPSIN DIINOOPS pigment in retina [n -S] 

JUMPSHOT HJMOPSTU type of shot in basketball [n -S] 

JUMPSIES EIJMPSSU game involving jumping over taut rope [n JUMPSIES] 

JUMPSUIT IJMPSTUU one-piece garment [n -S] 

KEEPSAKE AEEEKKPS memento (something that serves as reminder of past) [n -S] 

KIPSKINS IIKKNPSS KIPSKIN, animal hide that has not been tanned [n] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

LAPSABLE AABELLPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [adj] 
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LAPSIBLE ABEILLPS LAPSE, to fall from previous standard [adj] 

LIMPSIER EIILMPRS LIMPSEY, limpsy (lacking strength or vigor) [adj] / LIMPSY [adj] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LOPSIDED DDEILOPS leaning to one side [adj] 

LOPSTICK CIKLOPST lobstick (tree with its lower branches trimmed) [n -S] 

LYCOPSID CDILOPSY type of club moss [n -S] 

NECROPSY CENOPRSY to perform autopsy on [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPSIMATH AHIMOPST person who learns only late in life [n -S] 

OPSONIFY FINOOPSY to opsonize (to form opsonins in) [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

OPSONINS INNOOPSS OPSONIN, antibody of blood serum [n] 

OPSONISE EINOOPSS opsonize (to form opsonins in) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

OPSONIZE EINOOPSZ to form opsonins in [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

OUTPSYCH CHOPSTUY to defeat by psychological means [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S] 

PEPSINES EEINPPSS PEPSINE, pepsin (digestive enzyme of stomach) [n] 

POPSICLE CEILOPPS trademark [n -S] 

POPSTERS EOPPRSST POPSTER, pop musician [n] 

PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

QUIPSTER EIPQRSTU one that quips (to make witty remarks) [n -S] 

RELAPSER AEELPRRS one that relapses (to fall or slip back into former state) [n -S] 

RHAPSODE ADEHOPRS reciter of epic poetry in ancient Greece [n -S] 

RHAPSODY ADHOPRSY exalted expression of feeling [n -DIES] 

RIPSAWED ADEIPRSW RIPSAW, to saw wood by cutting with grain [v] 

SAPSAGOS AAGOPSSS SAPSAGO, hard green cheese [n] 

SHIPSIDE DEHIIPSS area alongside ship [n -S] 

SLAPSHOT AHLOPSST type of shot in hockey [n -S] 

SLIPSHOD DHILOPSS carelessly done or made [adj] 

SLIPSLOP ILLOPPSS watery food [n -S] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SNAPSHOT AHNOPSST to photograph informally and quickly [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

SOAPSUDS ADOPSSSU suds (soapy water) [n -S] 

STEAPSIN AEINPSST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

STEPSONS ENOPSSST STEPSON, son of one's spouse by former marriage [n] 

SYNAPSES AENPSSSY SYNAPSIS, point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n] / SYNAPSE, to come together in synapsis [v] 

SYNAPSID ADINPSSY one of group of extinct reptiles [n -S] 

SYNAPSIS AINPSSSY point at which nervous impulse passes from one neuron to another [n -SES] 

SYNOPSES ENOPSSSY SYNOPSIS, summary (short restatement) [n] 

SYNOPSIS INOPSSSY summary (short restatement) [n -SES] 

TAPSTERS AEPRSSTT TAPSTER, one that dispenses liquor in barroom [n] 

TIPSHEET EEHIPSTT publication with tips for betting on races or investing in stocks [n -S] 

TIPSIEST EIIPSSTT TIPSY, slightly drunk [adj] 

TIPSTAFF AFFIPSTT attendant in court of law [n -S, -AVES] 

TIPSTERS EIPRSSTT TIPSTER, one that sells information to gamblers [n] 

TIPSTOCK CIKOPSTT part of gun [n -S] 

TOPSAILS AILOPSST TOPSAIL, sail of ship [n] 

TOPSIDER DEIOPRST one who is at highest level of authority [n -S] 
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TOPSIDES DEIOPSST TOPSIDE, upper portion of ship [n] 

TOPSPINS INOPPSST TOPSPIN, forward spin imparted to ball [n] 

TOPSTONE ENOOPSTT stone at top of structure [n -S] 

TRYPSINS INPRSSTY TRYPSIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

UPSETTER EEPRSTTU one that upsets (to overturn (to turn over)) [n -S] 

UPSILONS ILNOPSSU UPSILON, Greek letter [n] 

UPSIZING GIINPSUZ UPSIZE, to increase in size [v] 

UPSLOPES ELOPPSSU UPSLOPE, upward slope [n] 

UPSOARED ADEOPRSU UPSOAR, to soar upward [v] 

UPSPRING GINPPRSU to spring up [v -RANG, -RUNG, -ING, -S] 

UPSTAGER AEGPRSTU one that upstages (to outdo theatrically) [n -S] 

UPSTAIRS AIPRSSTU up stairs [adv] 

UPSTATER AEPRSTTU inhabitant of upstate region [n -S] 

UPSTATES AEPSSTTU UPSTATE, northern region of state [n] 

UPSTREAM AEMPRSTU toward source of stream [adv] 

UPSTROKE EKOPRSTU upward stroke [n -S] 

WOOPSING GINOOPSW WOOPS, to vomit (to eject contents of stomach through mouth) [v] 

 

8s end -PS 

AIRDROPS ADIOPRRS AIRDROP, to drop from aircraft [v] 

AIRSHIPS AHIIPRSS AIRSHIP, lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n] 

ALCOPOPS ACLOOPPS ALCOPOP, flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n] 

ANABLEPS AABELNPS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

APOCARPS AACOPPRS APOCARP, fruit having separated carpels [n] 

BAASKAPS AAABKPSS BAASKAP, policy of domination by white people in South Africa [n] 

BARKEEPS ABEEKPRS BARKEEP, bartender (one that bartends (to tend barroom)) [n] 

BECLASPS ABCELPSS BECLASP, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

BEDLAMPS ABDELMPS BEDLAMP, lamp near bed [n] 

BELLHOPS BEHLLOPS BELLHOP, bellboy (hotel's errand boy) [n] 

BETHUMPS BEHMPSTU BETHUMP, to thump soundly [v] 

BIOCHIPS BCHIIOPS BIOCHIP, hypothetical computer component that uses proteins to store or process data [n] 

BLUECAPS ABCELPSU BLUECAP, flowering plant [n] 

BREAKUPS ABEKPRSU BREAKUP, act of breaking up [n] 

BRUSHUPS BHPRSSUU BRUSHUP, quick review [n] 

BUILDUPS BDILPSUU BUILDUP, accumulation [n] 

CALTRAPS AACLPRST CALTRAP, caltrop (spiny plant) [n] 

CALTROPS ACLOPRST CALTROP, spiny plant [n] 

CANTRAPS AACNPRST CANTRAP, cantrip (magic spell) [n] 

CANTRIPS ACINPRST CANTRIP, magic spell [n] 

CATCHUPS ACCHPSTU CATCHUP, ketchup (spicy tomato sauce) [n] 

CHECKUPS CCEHKPSU CHECKUP, examination [n] 

CHIRRUPS CHIPRRSU CHIRRUP, to chirp repeatedly [v] 

CLEANUPS ACELNPSU CLEANUP, act of cleaning [n] 

CLOSEUPS CELOPSSU CLOSEUP, photograph taken at close range [n] 

COMSYMPS CMMOPSSY COMSYMP, offensive word [n] 

COOKTOPS CKOOOPST COOKTOP, counter-top cooking apparatus [n] 
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COVERUPS CEOPRSUV COVERUP, something used to conceal improper activity [n] 

COWFLAPS ACFLOPSW COWFLAP, cowflop (cowpat (dropping of cow dung)) [n] 

COWFLOPS CFLOOPSW COWFLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWPLOPS CLOOPPSW COWPLOP, cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n] 

COWSLIPS CILOPSSW COWSLIP, flowering plant [n] 

CRACKUPS ACCKPRSU CRACKUP, collision [n] 

DEMIREPS DEEIMPRS DEMIREP, prostitute [n] 

DESKTOPS DEKOPSST DESKTOP, top of desk [n] 

DEVELOPS DEELOPSV DEVELOP, to bring to more advanced or effective state [v] 

DEWDROPS DDEOPRSW DEWDROP, drop of dew [n] 

DONSHIPS DHINOPSS DONSHIP, position of don (senior member of British university) [n] 

DROPTOPS DOOPPRST DROPTOP, convertible automobile [n] 

DUBSTEPS BDEPSSTU DUBSTEP, type of electronic dance music [n] 

DUMPSITE DEIMPSTU place for dumping rubbish [n -S] 

EARDROPS ADEOPRRS EARDROP, earring (ornament for earlobe) [n] 

EARFLAPS AAEFLPRS EARFLAP, part of cap designed to cover ears [n] 

ENCLASPS ACELNPSS ENCLASP, to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms)) [v] 

ENVELOPS EELNOPSV ENVELOP, to cover completely [v] 

ESCALOPS ACELOPSS ESCALOP, to escallop (to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs)) [v] 

EPICARPS ACEIPPRS EPICARP, outer layer of pericarp [n] 

EXOCARPS ACEOPRSX EXOCARP, epicarp (outer layer of pericarp) [n] 

EYEDROPS DEEOPRSY medicated solution for eyes applied in drops [n -S] 

FLAREUPS AEFLPRSU FLAREUP, sudden outbreak [n] 

FLATCAPS AACFLPST FLATCAP, type of hat [n] 

FLATTOPS AFLOPSTT FLATTOP, aircraft carrier [n] 

FLYTRAPS AFLPRSTY FLYTRAP, trap for catching flies [n] 

FORETOPS EFOOPRST FORETOP, platform at head of ship's foremast [n] 

GENIPAPS AEGINPPS GENIPAP, tropical tree [n] 

GODSHIPS DGHIOPSS GODSHIP, rank of god [n] 

GROWNUPS GNOPRSUW GROWNUP, mature person [n] 

GUMDROPS DGMOPRSU GUMDROP, chewy candy [n] 

GUNSHIPS GHINPSSU GUNSHIP, armed helicopter [n] 

GYMSLIPS GILMPSSY GYMSLIP, sleeveless tunic often worn by schoolgirls [n] 

HAIRCAPS AACHIPRS HAIRCAP, hat [n] 

HARDTOPS ADHOPRST HARDTOP, type of car (automobile) [n] 

HARELIPS AEHILPRS HARELIP, deformity of upper lip [n] 

HEELTAPS AEEHLPST HEELTAP, material put on heel of shoe [n] 

HENCOOPS CEHNOOPS HENCOOP, cage for hens [n] 

HIGHTOPS GHHIOPST HIGHTOP, sports shoe extending over ankle [n] 

HILLTOPS HILLOPST HILLTOP, top of hill [n] 

INCLASPS ACILNPSS INCLASP, to enclasp (to embrace (to hug (to clasp tightly in arms))) [v] 

INGROUPS GINOPRSU INGROUP, group with which one feels sense of solidarity [n] 

INSCULPS CILNPSSU INSCULP, to engrave (to form by incision) [v] 

KATHUMPS AHKMPSTU KATHUMP, loud thudding sound [n] 

KETCHUPS CEHKPSTU KETCHUP, spicy tomato sauce [n] 

KINGCUPS CGIKNPSU KINGCUP, marsh plant [n] 
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KINSHIPS HIIKNPSS KINSHIP, relationship (state of being related) [n] 

KNEECAPS ACEEKNPS KNEECAP, to maim by shooting in kneecap (bone at front of knee) [v] 

MAINTOPS AIMNOPST MAINTOP, platform at head of mainmast [n] 

MANTRAPS AAMNPRST MANTRAP, trap for catching men [n] 

MATCHUPS ACHMPSTU MATCHUP, setting of two players against each other [n] 

MEDIGAPS ADEGIMPS MEDIGAP, supplemental health insurance [n] 

MEGALOPS AEGLMOPS larval stage of most crabs [n -ES] 

MIDSHIPS DHIIMPSS toward middle of ship [adv] 

MILKSOPS IKLMOPSS MILKSOP, effeminate man [n] 

MISKEEPS EEIKMPSS MISKEEP, to keep wrongly [v] 

MISSTEPS EIMPSSST MISSTEP, to step wrongly [v] 

MISSTOPS IMOPSSST MISSTOP, to stop wrongly [v] 

MUDFLAPS ADFLMPSU MUDFLAP, flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n] 

MUGWUMPS GMMPSUUW MUGWUMP, political independent [n] 

NONSTOPS NNOOPSST NONSTOP, flight without stop en route [n] 

OFFRAMPS AFFMOPRS OFFRAMP, road leading off expressway [n] 

OILCAMPS ACILMOPS OILCAMP, living area for workers at oil well [n] 

OUTCROPS COOPRSTU OUTCROP, to protrude above soil [v] 

OUTDROPS DOOPRSTU OUTDROP, to surpass in dropping [v] 

OUTJUMPS JMOPSTUU OUTJUMP, to surpass in jumping [v] 

OUTKEEPS EEKOPSTU OUTKEEP, to surpass in keeping [v] 

OUTLEAPS AELOPSTU OUTLEAP, to surpass in leaping [v] 

OUTWEEPS EEOPSTUW OUTWEEP, to weep more than [v] 

OUTYELPS ELOPSTUY OUTYELP, to surpass in yelping [v] 

OVERLAPS AELOPRSV OVERLAP, to extend over and cover part of [v] 

OUTSTEPS EOPSSTTU OUTSTEP, to step beyond [v] 

OVERSUPS EOPRSSUV OVERSUP, to sup to excess [v] 

OVERTIPS EIOPRSTV OVERTIP, to tip more than what is customary [v] 

OVERTOPS EOOPRSTV OVERTOP, to rise above top of [v] 

PALMTOPS ALMOPPST PALMTOP, small computer that fits in palm of hand [n] 

PALSHIPS AHILPPSS PALSHIP, relation existing between close friends [n] 

PARSNIPS AINPPRSS PARSNIP, European herb [n] 

PASTEUPS AEPPSSTU PASTEUP, finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n] 

PAYSLIPS AILPPSSY PAYSLIP, brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n] 

PINESAPS AEINPPSS PINESAP, fragrant herb [n] 

POGONIPS GINOOPPS POGONIP, dense fog of suspended ice particles [n] 

PRESHIPS EHIPPRSS PRESHIP, to ship beforehand [v] 

PREWRAPS AEPPRRSW PREWRAP, to wrap beforehand [v] 

PROCARPS ACOPPRRS PROCARP, female sexual organ in certain algae [n] 

RATTRAPS AAPRRSTT RATTRAP, trap for catching rats [n] 

RECLASPS ACELPRSS RECLASP, to clasp again [v] 

REEQUIPS EEIPQRSU REEQUIP, to equip again [v] 

REGROUPS EGOPRRSU REGROUP, to group again [v] 

RESTAMPS AEMPRSST RESTAMP, to stamp again [v] 

RIPSTOPS IOPPRSST RIPSTOP, fabric woven so that small tears do not spread [n] 

ROLLMOPS LLMOOPRS ROLLMOP, fillet of herring [n] 
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ROOFTOPS FOOOPRST ROOFTOP, roof [n] 

ROOTCAPS ACOOPRST ROOTCAP, loose mass of cells that covers tip of some roots [n] 

ROSEHIPS EHIOPRSS ROSEHIP, aggregate fruit of rose plant [n] 

ROUNDUPS DNOPRSUU ROUNDUP, driving together of cattle scattered over range [n] 

SCALEUPS ACELPSSU SCALEUP, increase based on fixed ratio [n] 

SCALLOPS ACLLOPSS SCALLOP, to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs [v] 

SCHLEPPS CEHLPPSS SCHLEPP, to schlep (to lug or drag) [v] 

SCHLUMPS CHLMPSSU SCHLUMP, to go about lazily or sloppily dressed [v] 

SCHNAPPS ACHNPPSS strong liquor [n SCHNAPPS, -ES] 

SCOLLOPS CLLOOPSS SCOLLOP, to scallop (to bake in sauce topped with bread crumbs) [v] 

SCREWUPS CEPRSSUW SCREWUP, instance of bungling [n] 

SHAKEUPS AEHKPSSU SHAKEUP, total reorganization [n] 

SHALLOPS AHLLOPSS SHALLOP, small, open boat [n] 

SHAPEUPS AEHPPSSU SHAPEUP, system of hiring work crew [n] 

SHIPLAPS AHILPPSS SHIPLAP, to clad vertical surface using rabbeted wood [v] 

SIBSHIPS BHIIPSSS SIBSHIP, group of children having same parents [n] 

SMASHUPS AHMPSSSU SMASHUP, collision of motor vehicles [n] 

SNOWCAPS ACNOPSSW SNOWCAP, covering of snow [n] 

SONSHIPS HINOPSSS SONSHIP, state of being son (male child) [n] 

SOURSOPS OOPRSSSU SOURSOP, tropical tree [n] 

SPEEDUPS DEEPPSSU SPEEDUP, acceleration of production without increase in pay [n] 

STACKUPS ACKPSSTU STACKUP, arrangement of circling airplanes over airport waiting to land [n] 

STANDUPS ADNPSSTU STANDUP, comic monologue by performer alone on stage [n] 

STARTUPS APRSSTTU STARTUP, act of starting something [n] 

STICKUPS CIKPSSTU STICKUP, robbery at gunpoint [n] 

STIRRUPS IPRRSSTU STIRRUP, support for foot of horseman [n] 

STOPGAPS AGOPPSST STOPGAP, temporary substitute [n] 

SUNDROPS DNOPRSSU flowering plant [n SUNDROPS] 

SUNLAMPS ALMNPSSU SUNLAMP, lamp that radiates ultraviolet rays [n] 

SUNTRAPS ANPRSSTU SUNTRAP, pleasantly sunny sheltered place [n] 

SYNCARPS ACNPRSSY SYNCARP, fleshy multiple fruit [n] 

TEASHOPS AEHOPSST TEASHOP, tearoom (restaurant serving tea) [n] 

TIDERIPS DEIIPRST TIDERIP, riptide (tide that opposes other tides) [n] 

TIDYTIPS DIIPSTTY annual herb [n TIDYTIPS] 

TINSNIPS IINNPSST tool for cutting sheet metal [n TINSNIPS] 

TOECLIPS CEILOPST TOECLIP, device that holds front of cyclist's shoe to pedal [n] 

TOUCHUPS CHOPSTUU TOUCHUP, act of finishing by adding minor improvements [n] 

TOYSHOPS HOOPSSTY TOYSHOP, shop where toys are sold [n] 

TREETOPS EEOPRSTT TREETOP, top of tree [n] 

TROLLOPS LLOOPRST TROLLOP, prostitute [n] 

UNCLAMPS ACLMNPSU UNCLAMP, to free from clamp [v] 

UNCLASPS ACLNPSSU UNCLASP, to free from clasp [v] 

UNGROUPS GNOPRSUU UNGROUP, to separate from group [v] 

UNSTRAPS ANPRSSTU UNSTRAP, to remove strap from [v] 

UPSWEEPS EEPPSSUW UPSWEEP, to sweep upward [v] 

WARSHIPS AHIPRSSW WARSHIP, ship armed for combat [n] 
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WICKIUPS CIIKPSUW WICKIUP, Native American hut [n] 

WICKYUPS CIKPSUWY WICKYUP, wickiup (Native American hut) [n] 

WINESAPS AEINPSSW WINESAP, red apple with somewhat tart flesh [n] 

WINESOPS EINOPSSW WINESOP, food sopped in wine [n] 

WINGTIPS GIINPSTW WINGTIP, type of man's shoe [n] 

WIRETAPS AEIPRSTW WIRETAP, to intercept messages by means of concealed monitoring device [v] 

WORKTOPS KOOPRSTW WORKTOP, work surface especially in kitchen [n] 

WORSHIPS HIOPRSSW WORSHIP, to honor and love as divine being [v] 

 

 


